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WHAT YOU OTTER DO!
The Otter Student Union Concert Series presents another night of music featuring: Chicago-based alternative rock
band The Fold with Until june, Lady Danville.

FRI 3/12 - SUN 3/14
LIL SIBS WEEKEND
DIFFERENT ACTIVITIES & LOCATIONS
Welcome to the 2nd Annual 111 Sibs Weekend! Friday starts with a Parent's Reception and check-in, followed by Sibs
Movie. On Saturday, students and siblings head to Cannery Row and then enjoy a carnival in North Quad. Parents may
attend Have a Heart Dinner & Auction while students and sibs attend Game Night. The weekend ends with brunch at
the DC (3 Hex Points or $3 plus tax). For more information please contactThBums@csumb.edu.

SAT 3/13

MARCH

THURS3/1 OSCCONCERTSERIESBLACKBOXCABARET8P.M.-1:50P.M.
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EDITOR'S COLUMN

The Finer Things
Sleepovers, jumping in puddles, rolling down
a sand hill, mudpies, talking on the phone
until two in the morning , giggling until
your side hurts, jumping in a pile
of leaves, fun-dips...

HAVE A HEART AUCTION & DINNER
UNIVERSITY CENTER LOBBY
6 P.M. - 11 P.M.

MON 3/15- FRI 3/19
SUICIDE PREVENTION AND AWARNESS WEEK
CAMPUS WIDE WITH TABLING EVENTS AT THE MAIN QUAD
11 A.M. - 1 P.M.
Information tabling in observance of Suicide Prevention and Awareness Week at CSUM8, Come find out about suicide
prevention information and resources available to the CSUMB community. For more information about this and other
events taking place througitout the week contact the Personal Growth & Counseling Center at 582-3969.

TUE 3/16
WORKPLACE WALKOFF CHALLENGE REGISTRATION
UNIVERSITY CENTER LOBBY
11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
The Workplace Walk-off Challenge is an annual one month ’get moving’ exercise competition co-sponsored by
the University Corporation for faculty and staff (sorry - no students or student assistants) which begins April Sth.
Faculty and Staff form your teams of five with one person deemed team captain and register Tuesday. The first
30 people to register IN PERSON will receive a free pedometer courtesy of the University Corporation. One team
representative may sign up the entire team. However, you need to be among the first 30 people in person to
receive a free pedometer. For more information on this program and team captain responsibilities, please visit
http://hr.csumb.edu/site/xT 81

11- APRIL1

At the 12th annual Have a Heart for Students Dinner and Auction, CSUMB will celebrate over a decade of communitysupported scholarships. Join us this year for dinner and silent and live auction items. For more information: http7/
csumb.edu/auction.

BRETT
P.M. -COOK
AND
8P.M.PUBLIC ART CENTER
WED 3/176VISUAL

Come see visiting artist Brett Cook.

•
GOT AN EVENT? LET US KNOW!
OTTER_REALM@

MON 3/22 - FRI 3/26SPRING BREAK
CSUMB.EDU
CAMPUS-WIDE
Campus closed, enjoy the break and have fun!

TUE 3/30
RESUME, COVER LETTER, & INTERVIEWING

UC RIGHT CONFERENCE ROOM
4 P.M.- 6 P.M.
This workshop is for students who would like tips on resumes, cover letters, and interviewing. Career Fair is right
around the comer don't miss this opportunity.

WED 3/31 CESAR CHAVEZ DAY

CAMPUS-WIDE Cesar Chavez Day observed-campus closed
FOR MORE EVENTS, VISIT THE CSUMB MASTER CALENDAR ONLINE @ WWW.CALENOAR.CSUMB.EBU

Caitlyn Johnson, Editor-In-Chief
OOHNSON@CSUMB.EDU

It is not too late to enjoy the finer Red Rover? Gather your friends
things in life or more like the "kid" and play. Or maybe freeze tag.
"Can Caitlyn come out and
things in life. Just because we are
in college does not mean our inner play?" Spending time with your
kid can't come out. Plus we need a friends to JUST hang out. Not to
little stress reliever every once in study for a Spanish test. Not to talk
a while.
about a serious issue. But to ride
I often find myself thinking bikes, rollerblade, build ramps and
too much about money and play on the swings. Enjoying the
how I will pay for groceries and company of each other until the
gas and I become overwhelmed sun goes down and it is time for
and stressed. I think I don't have dinner. Think about the last time
enough time or money anymore to you hung out with your friends.
do the things I use to find fun. But I am due for some old-fashioned
in reality, we all can get something play time.
out of being a kid.Take our mind off
I know we have a lot going on
of the economy just for a moment. and a lot to think about. School.
Think about the happiness you Graduation. Work. Tests. The
felt when you were licking your Economy. Family. Friends. Love.
bubble gum ice cream from the Life. But I think our lives should
sugar cone. The blue dripping be less tense and more playful. We
down your hands. Spitting out don't know what tomorrow holds
all the bubble gum in a cup for and need to take the opportunity
the end. Your smile was so big. to take in all the small fun things
You didn't care that your whole in life. We won't fail classes or miss
face was covered in blue. Try it work because we are enjoying the
some time.
sun or riding the marry-go-round
The gut wrenching feeling of every once in a while. Lets get to it.
hearing those words, "Red Rover
I have a few things I need to go
Red Rover Send (insert your name do now:
here) right over." Running. Running.
Blow Bubbles.
As fast as you can to break your
Lip Smackers.
opponents arms loose. The grass
Fly a Kite.
hitting your feet. Your hair waving
Chase Boys.
in the wind. A sigh when you have
Silly Putty.
to join the team. Who thinks about
Watch Cartoons.
readings while they are playing
Ring Pops.
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How Can Recession
Become Recovery?
"Job recovery will be slow and correlated directly to whether a
worker holds a degree." Robert Reich, former Secretary of Labor
Nobia Monsauret, Staff Reporter
NM0NSAURET@C5UMB.EDU

PHOTO PROVIDED BYTHE PANETTA INSTITUTE

Exuberant, chattering voices echoed the auditorium walls of the
University Center from the students who were invited to the thirteenth
annual Panetta Institute Lecture Series Student Academic Program, on
Monday afternoon March 1. They came to listen to two experts speak
about economic recovery at the first of four lectures being offered by
the Institute this spring. The students came from central coast high
schools, community colleges, CSU Monterey Bay and UC Santa Cruz.
The Lecture for the public program was held in the Steinbeck Forum
at the Monterey Conference Center, Monday evening and aired on PBS
affiliates all over the central coast and northern California areas.
Ron Insana, senior analyst and commentator for CNBC moderated
the first forum titled Our Economy: How Can Recession Become
Recovery? Harvey Pitt, former chairman of United States Securities and
Exchange Commission, spoke about how the United States got into the
worst recession since the depression; and Robert Reich, former United
States Secretary of Labor, forecasted job recovery.
In his opening remarks, Robert Reich told students that the difference
between the depression and the current status of unemployment is
that the statistics do not reflect two wage earner households (since
typical households then had one wage earner), part-time, unregistered,
discouraged, and/or displaced workers. "Job recovery will be slow and
correlated directly to whether a worker holds a degree." Reich told
students, "In about one and half years job growth will slowly recover
for those that hold degrees, where as it will be about two or more
years for those non-college graduates." Senior, Evan Phoenix, Social

Cramming before the exam once again? While in college, stress is
one of those things everyone can relate to in one way or another.
There are currently workshops to reduce stress through meditation
that the counseling center has put together for students and staff of
CSU Monterey Bay. The counseling center currently has Yoga, Art and
Meditation (YAMs), which is a weekly group. Sitting meditation is
offered every day for students to sit and be aware of what is happening
as it is happening.
There is also an introduction to mindfulness meditation along with
an advanced meditation class after the completion of the introduction.
These facilities are offered for students and staff to be aware of stress,
but maintain it through meditation.
"Our focus is on the whole person here at the counseling center,"
said Gary Rodriguez prevention specialist. Most students regard
counseling as something they should attend because they have a
problem, but that may not be the case. The counseling center would
like to see students come in before a problem like stress arises. Often
times some students do not consider stress to be big problem, but
if it is seen as a problem and gets in their way, then it is one. For any

and Behavioral Science major with a concentration in
Political Economy was relieved listening to the projected
Monday, March, 22,2010:
job recovery, "The most powerful message I got from the
lecture was the fact that our sacrifice as students is not
James Rubin, Frances Townsend
in vain. Reich stated that in the population of individuals
and moderated by Aaron Brown.
without degrees the unemployment rate is about forty
Monday, April 26,2010:
percent and for the population of individuals with
Jeb Bush, James Carville
degrees it is generally eight percent and in some places
and moderated by Mara Liasson.
in the US twelve percent. These two populations are
living in two completely different realities. Reich stated
Monday, May 17,2010:
that he wasn't saying that we, college graduates, would ■
Al Gore, moderated by Frank Sesno.
not face difficulties finding a job but we would find one.
http://activities.csumb.edu/site/x17207.xml
He assured us that our investment in our education will
ensure that we will be better off. It was comforting to
hear that my degree will give me an edge in this volatile
job innovations are reflected by
job market, so that I will be able to help provide for my family. I know the closeness to Latin America,
that in the end the sacrifices I have made will pay off."
Asia..." and Ron Insana chimed
Harvey Pitt advised students to get as much education as possible in with, " and Hollywood!",
and that job recovery will require creativity in existing areas. He said prompting student audience
new opportunities will rise from new technologies, telling students members to laugh out loud.
"This will all come to pass." Reich stated job growth will be in areas of Insana told students that, "In the
environmental technologies such as alternative energy and "76 million worst of times, new ideas emerge
baby boomers will be ready to retire and the demand for increased and revolutionize our economy."
healthcare will be there, resulting in a demand in healthcare jobs".
"California's economy is dynamic." Reich assured students that," New

Spring Lecture Series:

Focusing On The Person As A Whole

Ashley Martinez, StaffReporter

problem it is best to get help for it before it becomes out of control.
A sitting meditation class is offered Monday through Friday from
12-12:30 p.m. Students can take 30 minutes out of their day to relax
and recollect their thoughts. Students are taught to let go and focus
on being healthier through the practice of sitting meditation. Overall
healthfulness, is achieved mentally as well as physically. The newest
group YAMs promotes healthfulness of the body with yoga, along
with the mind in meditation. The YAMs workshop mainly focuses on
managing stress, health, exercise and eating right. This is offered to
students every Wednesday from 4:15-5:45 p.m.
Mindfulness meditation is a four-session workshop that teaches
awareness of breath and posture to anchor attention, neurology in
brain and mindfulness of emotions and the body, equanimity and flow,
and compassion. Mindfulness meditation is "paying attention to what
is happening in the present moment on purpose without judgment,"
Jon Kabat-Zinn, Ph.D. in mindfulness medicine. Being able to be aware
of our emotions rather than being caught up in them. "What we pay
attention to and how we pay attention to it directly determines the
quality of life that we experience. It's a way of consciously choosing

attention in a way that creates
well being," said Marianne B. Rowe
family therapis and teacher.
Each of these workshops hopes
to increase the ability to focus and
think clearly, even under stressful
conditions. With an underlying
emphasis
on
enhancing
emotional stability, decreasing
feelings of stress, anxiety and
depression. These meditation
workshops focus on improving
physical health and expaning the
feeling of compassion.

ASMARTNIEZ@CSUM8.EDU
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Group On
Daily deals on food and entertainment
Gabriel King, Staff Reporter
GKING@CSUMB.EDU

L

With the economy in bad shape
many college students are looking
for ways to save money. Sales and
coupons available on the Internet
are a way in which students can
save money, however these carry
risks. An Internet service which
allows for reduced prices for food,
clothing and more can be found at
Groupon.com.
Groupon offers these deals

through collective buying. A Groupon deal works like this: a business
posts a deal on the Groupon website. Individuals then go on the
website, and sign up and are notified through email of upcoming deals.
If a certain number of people sign up for a deal, the deal is initiated. If
not enough people sign up the deal is off and no one is charged.
However, students should be aware a website offering products at
reduced prices are a part of sales promotions. According to Murray R.
Milson Ph.D., Associate Professor of Marketing at CSU Monterey Bay,
sales promotions, which are reduced prices through group purchases,
serve the purpose of the business trying to sell concessions and other
products the consumer may not want. An Internet site such as Groupon

may also track your Internet traffic through cookies or send your e-mail
address different sales promotions that you did not wish to receive.
If one is interested in Groupon, the service is available in 40 markets
such as San Francisco, Los Angeles with the nearest being in San Jose.
Examples of businesses in San Jose offering deals through Groupon
include Rok Bistro offering reduced prices on a hot stove fondue and
drinks, manicures and pedicures at Suzie's Spa in San Jose and comics
on sale at Illusive Comics. Many students may be getting their GroupOn.

J

RentACenter
Solve Tech Needs

Cameron Fuller, Copy Editor
CFULLER@CSUMB.EDU

It is a few weeks into the semester and a professor assigns a photo and
video project. The problem is you don't have a decent camera because
someone spilt beer on it last weekend. This, amongst other things,
is something that CSU Monterey Bay's (CSUMB) Tech Rent program
can solve.
Wireless Education and Technology Center (WeTEC) runs the first in the
nation tech rental program out of suite B in the Media Learning Center.
WeTEC, a division of IT, applied for and received a $300,000 grant from

Congress last October to implement a rental program for academic
resources." Most universities that received this grant focused on
renting textbooks and other analog material," Arlene Krebs, Director of
WeTEC, said. She and CSUMB, however, saw this opportunity to invest
in mobile solutions that could enhance students'academia.
The Tech Rent program offers an array of devices for students to rent.
"Instead of buying a clicker which can cost $57," Jonathan Baptista,
Project Coordinator and I.T. Specialist at WeTEC said in reference to
student response systems implemented in several classes on campus,
"students can rent them from us for $20 for the semester."
Other devices that students and faculty can rent include Tablet PCs,
IPAQs, portable projectors, mobile printers, digital cameras, Wizcom
Super pens and Sony eReaders. Many of these devices cost several
hundred dollars or more and can impact a student's finances during the
semester. Instead of being required to buy a piece of equipment that
will only be used in one class, students can rent the equipment for any
length of time between a day and a semester. Prices vary per device.
These devices also expand the learning experience for students with
learning differences. Pens like the Wizcom Super Pen can translate
and read text aloud to a student. LiveScribe's Pulse Smart Pens can
record audio while the student takes notes during a lecture. These
notes can then be synced to the student's computer. This allows for
the student to listen to the audio lecture while reviewing their notes.
The Tech Rent store is just in the beginning stages of development.
It "has only been open for 32 days [as of March 1],"said Baptista. Not
all of the equipment has been purchased and WeTEC is looking to

"The first in
the nation
tech rental
program"
include software rental. Students
are encouraged to participate in
this new program by utilizing the
rental store and by filling out the
online survey to express what
each student may want to rent in
the future.
The grant for this program
is a two year grant and WeTEC
foresees turning over the rental
store to Associated Students
after that. WeTEC is also looking
at future grants that will help
expand this program. For further
information visit the Tech Rent
website at http://mate.csumb.
edu/site/x24966.xml.
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Career Fair
Full-time, Part-time, Internships and Summer Opportunities across the Region, State and Nation

11:OOam-4:OOpm.
@ UC Ballroom

Tuesday & Wednesday
April 6-7, 2010
Before the Fair
Do Your Research
Learn about the products, services and employment needs of participating
companies by visiting researching employers on the internet.
© Dig deeper than a company name. Many retailers have nationally
recognized internship and management training programs for college
students.
© Companies may offer more types of jobs than you realize. Most big
businesses have technical staff and vice versa tech companies employ
accountants, marketing professionals, etc.

Prepare Your Resume
© Leam what recruiters expect from a resume in the Career Guide
available at career.csumb.edu or in print in building 44
©Call Career Development at (831) 582-3845 to schedule a resume critique

©Attend the Resume Writing Workshop on Tuesday, March 30,
4:00pm-5:00pm @ UC (Bldg 29)

At the Fair
© Introduce yourself with a firm handshake and good eye contact

Practice your Presentation Skills
© Introductions—look confident and initiate a handshake with a smile.
Demonstrate knowledge of the organization.

© Let the representative know if you are gathering information or actively
seeking a job

© Prepare a one-minute commercial—describe your major, career
interests, related activities/experience, and the type of position you are
seeking.

©When targeting organizations of interest to you
Provide a copy of your resume, inquire about application
procedures, demonstrate enthusiasm

© Relate your background and future goals to the needs of the
organization.

For a more detailed version of these tips, see the Career Guide
at career.csumb.edu or pick one up at the CDO

Prepare Questions to Ask
© Be ready to ask questions related to the general occupation and career
field you are interested in as well as questions specific to the
organization.

To schedule an appointment to speak with a career counselor call (831) 582-3845

Fora

Note many

/

full listing of
\
organizations
attending Career Fair

companies will
only attend a single

day so plan to
t

Resume and Cover

Interviewing

Letter Writing
4:00pm-5:00pm

Workshop
&

\

and more details
please see
\ career.csumb.edu /

attend
both days.

5:00pm-6:00pm

University Center

University Center

Tuesday, March 30

Tuesday, March 30

Development 6

Sponsored by Career

career.csumb.edu
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Save^
Around

Credit
Card
New legislation willchange the face of credit
Elaine Schumacher, Staff Reporter
BCHUMACHER@CSUM6.E0U

When the credit card statement
arrives, it may be time for a reality
check. It is going to reveal exactly
how long it will take to pay off the
balance. Before using a credit card
for purchasing that special item
you cannot live without, do the
math, if the card balance is $3,000
with an interest rate of 14 percent,
it will add another $420 to the
balance and could take up to ten
years to pay it off.
"I don't think that people
equate debit and credit cards to
money," said Robyn Wright, CPA,
"It will be good for people to see
exactly what that credit card is
costing to use."
On Feb. 22 the Credit Card
Accountability
Responsibility
and Disclosure (CARD) Act, which
President Obama signed May
22, 2009, went into effect. The
CARD Act will make credit card
companies disclose the terms of
the cards, which means there will
be no more arbitrary rate increases
or foggy interest charges. The
new rules also ban increases
on existing balances unless the
cardholder is at least 60 days past
due. If the cardholder pays on
time consistently, for six months,
their higher penalty rate will be
lowered to the
previous interest
rate.
It also
bans "universal
default,"
in
which a late
payment on one
account triggers
a rate increases
on other cards.

Unfortunately, credit card
companies have had
nine
months to make adjustments, like
increasing interest rates, adding
new fees and account closures.
Now it will be harder and more

fees will return along with lower
credit. limits and a charge for

and others under the age of 21.
The new law strictly limits card
marketing on campuses and will
only be granted to those who show
a means to repay, or those who
have a co-signer. "I don't have any
credit cards, except for my bank
debit card and that is the only one I
use," said Matt O'Brien, Theater and
Technology major, super senior.
On Aug. 22 the final CARD Act
conditions go into effect, which
include the requirement that
penalty fees be, "reasonable and
proportional" to violations of credit
cards terms. Also, all circumstances
of interest rate increases since Jan.
2009 will be reviewed to see if
circumstances that prompted the
increase have changed.
According to President Obama,
the new credit
card rules do
not
absolve
consumers
of
their obligation
to pay their bills,
but they finally
leveled
the
playing field.

"Those
who will
not recieve
credit cards
as easily
are college
students"

Every dollar counts
when you have none
Jayna Patel, Staff Reporter
JPATEL@CSUMB.EDU

Broke and bored out of your mind? Well don't worry I have a few cheap
ideas for shopping, entertainment, and dining around town that will cost
you next to nothing.
Entertainment: Movies - Is going out to the movies getting too
expensive for you? The OSIO Cinemas in Monterey offers a student
discount for only $6.75. One plus about The OSIO is they play independent
films which tend to have more meaning and depth then the heavily
advertised commercial movies. But if you don't like indie films there is
one way to beat the $10.00 ticket price at the movies-buy your tickets at
Costco. They usually have a two for $14.00 deal for any Century theater
with no time restrictions.
Monterey Bay Aquarium - Always think the aquarium is too expensive
to visit? What if I told you it's not, and you could go for free and take your
friends with you? Monterey County libraries receives aquarium tickets
the first of every month for people in the community who can't afford
to go to the aquarium. Tickets are given on first come first serve. All you
need is a city library card and show up in the beginning of the month to
claim your tickets before they are all gone. One ticket from the library will
admit you and five other guests into the aquarium free. Don't forget to
bring your ID and library card with you as you go to splash with sea stars.
Shopping: Shopping can be depressing when you are a broke
college student. However there are a few gems around town that offer
fashionable clothes for dirt cheap.
Plato's Closet-This second hand store can either be a hit or miss since
it's a consignment store. However I usually am able to find some fun
party dresses for $12 where at other stores can cost you $60 plus. They
also sell boots, purses and sunglasses for super cheap. Plato's is a buy-sell
secondhand store so you can sell your old clothes back while you shop for
new ones, well technically somebody else's old ones. One thing I like about
thisstoreisyoucanfindsomeone-of-a kind piecesthatnooneelsewill have.

Forever 21 for Guys - Most
guys don't think of forever 21 as
their ideal shopping destination.
But they have a men's collection
that is just as trendy and cheap
as the girls section. So next time
your girlfriends go to Forever 21,
join them and you might find
something cheap and cute for
yourself too.
Dinning: Going out to eat can
be expensive, however there are
a few ways you can still enjoy
your margarita without paying
full price for it- it's called happy
hour! What makes happy hour
truly happy is that you don't have
to pay full price for anything. Most
drinks and appetizers are half off.
Some places with great Happy
Hours are: El Torito, Kula Ranch and
Bahama Billy's. But these are just a
few places; most restaurants offer
happy hour just go to their website
or give them a call to make sure
they offer a discount.
So c'mon get out there and
spend less and be happy.
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CSU Monterey Bay will be receiving $1,018,000
in federal stimulus money for its upcoming fall
semester. In October 2009 the California State
University system received $76.5 million of one
time federal stimulus funds. Twenty-five million of
stimulus dollars was used to cover the CSU
payroll gap that was left by Governor
Schwarzenegger's budget cuts

"New numbers from the US.
Education Department show
that federal student-loan
disbursements, the total
amount borrowed by students
and received by schools, in the
2008-09 academic year grew
about 25% over the previous "I'm going to be an elementary
year, to $75.1 billion." school teacher and I'm really worried
Anne Marieassociated
Chaker
that there aren't going to be
press
any quality jobs for teachers and more
scared that students won't be
able to get the material needed for
classes such as books or writing utensils."

Financial
Aid

Lacey Cole

"As a result of the
furloughs, we have a
decrease in pay, an
increase in the
workload, and a
decrease in the time
to do it."

Dr. Ernest
Stromberg

Director of Human Communications

"I wish FAFSA was a little
more straight forward, even with three
years of filling out the forms
I still make mistakes.
It's too bad that I can't
go to school without it."

RickGebbin
junior HCOM

•The average amount of educational debt for
college (Not including graduate school) debt is

Economy

Page

senior Liberal Studies

In the financial aid office they have advocated that every students fill out
a Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) that was due March 2
of every year. If you don't meet this deadline you can still file and receive
aid, but priority is to those who applied on or before the deadline. The
reason for this is to show those students who are eligible for grants; if
students are ineligible they are offered subsidized and unsubsidized loans.
If a FAFSA wasn't filled out there is an installment plan available. The state
determines the amount the school receives; this can differ from year to
year based on the need of the school. There is a scholarship binder in the
financial aid office where students can fill out as many as they may be
eligible for. With every scholarship application students need to fill out
one financial aid application that contains unofficial transcripts, one letter
of recommendation, and a two page personal statement.
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★Bureau of Labor Statistics

•Current unemployment rate in America is 9.7%

•The average college graduate makes $41,000
a year
•Average home price in America is $218,000
Ashley Martinez, Staff Reporter

Christopher Rankin, Staff Reporter

Jayna Patel, Staff Reporter

JASMARTINEZ@CSUMB.EDU

CRANKIN@CSUMB.EDU

JPATEL@CSUMB.EDU
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StudentSteven Goings
le Issue
(Quazar)
Britt Triplett, Staff Reporter
8TRlPLtn@CSUM8.E0U

Every once in a while we come across a person so innovative and
inspiring who pushes prejudicial boundaries and demands a better
world, and it makes us want to strive to be better people ourselves. This
month's student of the issue does just that. His name is Steven Goings,
also known around CSU Monterey Bay's (CSUMB) campus as Quazar.
Goings is on his last semester at CSUMB, and his list of accomplishments
for the University runs long.
Goings is one of the co-founders of the Peace Alliance Club, which
"encourages students to actualize their highest potential and contribute
to the campus community," saidGoings said. "The idea of the club is to
bring peace and social justice communities closer together, and to build
more community involvement in general". The main mission of the
Peace Alliance Club is to connect CSUMB's activists and peace and social
justice departments with local, national, and global peace and social
justice organizations and movements. Goings also helped produce the
newsletter for the Peace Alliance Club called, The Illuminator, which
"shines light on peace and social justice."
Goings also is also a co-founder of the Out and About group on
campus which stemmed from The Gathering, a meeting which upheld
interfaith dialogue and transverse cultural appreciation. It also brought

more focus to groups that had been undervalued.
Being a very spiritual person, Goings said he feels his purpose in life is
to "Break down the barriers between belief systems and to inspire all
beings to find their own personal paths to Spirit,"he said, "I want to break
down prejudices; religious prejudices are the most difficult to handle."
With the end of the semester impending many graduates, Goings
divulged that he will be taking a year off, allowing himself to explore the
avenues of peace studies, history of consciousness, and even a doctorate
in religion. He will be looking at Graduate Programs, ideally at the
University of California, Santa Cruz. "Teaching and preaching, those are
the things that matter the most to me, and they are very much related."
Goings advises CSUMB students to,"Get involved, and find out what it
is that you are passionate about, beyond your career." He recommends,
"Investigate who is already working on the issue and support them and
offer your talents to them."
Whether he is aware or not, Steven Goings has opened many doors at
CSUMB for his fellow Otters, and now the responsibility to get involved
and change our environment for the better rests in our hands.

Staff
of
the
IssueA
Commander Earl Lawson
Britt Triplett, Staff Reporter
btriplett@csumb.edu

The contrariety between college students and police officers seem to
go on encj|ess|y. Few students find themselves discovering anything
in common with our campus cops, and relate the subject with either
negative connotations or indifference. Campus Police Commander
Earl Lawson revealed his story beneath the badge, and most will be
surprised that students have more in common with him than expected.
Before joining the University Police Department (UPD) at CSU
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) 15 years ago, Commander Lawson established
his career in law enforcement at the Cal Poly Pomona Police Department
in 1990. Commander Lawson graduated from Cal Poly Pomona and was
an active member of the campus community. Living with his fraternity,
Lawson was heavily involved in participating and coordinating events
for the school. He graduated with a Bachelor's Degree in Sociology and
a minor in Criminal Justice.
Lawson is the Commander of the Monterey Peninsula Special
Response Unit and the Northern California CSU Critical Response Unit,
which also involves Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) and a Crisis
Negotiation Team (CNT). Lawson's day to day activities includes running
patrol operations, overseeing sergeant patrol, and investigations and
evidence. "No one really knows how much goes into preparation," said
Lawson," We're always preparing for the what-ifs."
Commander Lawson was eager to begin working at CSUMB and
said that the location and the chance to work in a student-oriented
environment was what sealed the deal to come to Monterey Bay. "I

wanted to be a part of something new and innovative where I could
have the opportunities to help people and work with students," said
Lawson, "It keeps me on my toes."
Commander Lawson understands the indifference many students
feel towards, law enforcement in general, but he assures us that the
safety for the students on campus is the UPD's number one priority.
Lawson does not want students to feel that the presence of the
University Police Officers are simply to break up parties and ruin fun,
and he said that the UPD officers, "put themselves out there to identify
with the students on campus," and considers high visibility important
to deter crime.
One message Lawson would like to communicate to the students
would be to take the safety of the campus into their responsibility.
"Think of the UPD as a resource you can use readily. A campus
community heavily invested in safety would be ideal,"said Commander
Lawson, "A well-informed community is a safe community, and by
sharing information you are helping educate the community."
As far as advice goes to CSUMB students, Commander Lawson
urges students to "soak it up" and really enjoy their college experience.
Lawson said, "Don't pass up opportunities for new adventures."
Commander Earl Lawson can be reached at the University Police
Department Administration at (831)665-0268.
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CSUMBS ottermedia
Live DJs from 10am to 2am, Monday thru Friday

ottermedia@csumb.edu

582-3888■

KENNY CURTIS
TATTOOS
& PIERCINGS
MOST PIERCINGS ONLY $45

Sterile
Professional
Custom Work
Cover-ups

10/4 061 Monte Ave.
Suite D
Marnia CA 93933 831.882.8485

Come and check out
the NEW Ord Market

You OTTER
advertise
with us!
If you are a: club
business
restaurant
or anyone else,

our affordable price will work for you!
Expanded Produce Section

Everything youneedwant& ina store & more!
GROCERY
MEATS
PRODUCE
DELI

LIQUORS

COMING SOON: Gas Station

2700 Imjin Pkwy • Marina
•Next to Student Apartments

(831)884-0835
Mastercard, visa, ATM *
WIC & EBT ACCEPTED!!!!
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NEWS

March Forth
Campus Events
The March 4 protests on CSU Monterey Bay's (CSUMB) campus brought
about 350 students and faculty together in front of the Student Center.
With banners, signs and fists in the air, the group started rallying at noon
with speakers and student bands engaging the audience until the move
toward Colton Hall. The group participated in chants with cheers, bucket
drums and cowbells, "What do we want? 'EDUCATION.'When do we want
it? 'NOW'" as two separate groups marched from opposite sides of the
campus, meeting in the middle.
With no major incidents compared to the actions on other campuses,
students still wanted to radically affect the system. "You guys want to
occupy a building?" asked one student carrying a drum with "claim your
future" stenciled on the side. Unfortunately for him, there were no takers.
CSUMB chose instead to go the less confrontational route, having bands
Gnarcat, Jello Ben Owns the Night, the Michael Gline's Band and Chinese
dragon dancers perform.
Speakers at the event included Jennifer Colby, Liberal Studies lecturer,
Axil Cricchio, lecturer and Caitlin Manning, Associate Professor of
Teledramatic Arts and Technology as well as student representatives.
Following the rally, buses were loaded with contributors and bound
for Colton Hall to join a larger group against financial cuts.

INFOMRATION PROVIDED BY HCOM 385

Budget Cuts
Mix Things Up

Associated Students (AS) & Rally
Protesters: Two Different Ways
After several weeks of preparation, concerned students put together
the campus rally and filled the program with energetic speakers and
musicians. Paradoxically, AS, the organization that represents the
students' interests, were not directly involved in the event.
AS president Zoe Carter said schedule issues prevented their
participation. However, beyond schedules, rally organizers expressed
their concern for the lack coordination with AS. During the campus event
AS members organized a parallel activity that, with a different tone,
addressed the issues of concern for the Day of Action.
Instead of partaking with speeches, AS held a tent a few feet from the
rally's stage and handed out surveys asking students to vent about how
the budget cuts have affected them, as well as a survey evaluating AS
general performance. The AS survey included questions such as, "What
food have you not seen yet at CSUMB that you would like to?"
"This is great though," Carter said about the rally, "very peaceful, not
what's the situation at some other campuses."

Budget cutsand a 33 percent tuition
increase in public schools [all]
around California spurred a walk
out and rally March 4. Students,
staff and faculty participated in
order to send a message about
the increasing class sizes and the
decreases in scholarships and
funding. On one Facebook event,
there were nearly 12,000 students
who pledged to walk out. Not only
colleges have been affected. All
public schools are being hit hard.
In response, K-12 teachers and
students also walked out and rallied.
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After The March... Now What?

u

Colton Hall Events
1

On the Day of Action, the Monterey community united downtown at
Colton Hall to show their support against cuts to educational funding.
The crowd reached almost 500 hundred people, young and old, larger
then past turn-outs for other budget protests.
Those in attendance ranged from parents, children, students, teachers
and other school employees from CSU Monterey Bay, Monterey
Peninsula College (MPC), Hartnell Community College and the United
Farm Workers. Showing their support, California State Superintendent
Jack O'Connell and Assembly Member Bill Monning, spoke to the masses
along with local students.
"Today, just having this empowerment, we need to speak up about:
my education and my daughters education, your kid's education." said
Cynthia Petty, a Human Communications (HCOM) senior, "We need to do
that today^tomorrow and in the future."
The rally ended with many people having felt an accomplishment in
raising awareness about the plight of students and faculty, but still felt
the weight of more impending cuts and furloughs.

Following the statewide walkouts of March 4, there is question on what
the next step will be. The day before, California State Student Association
(CSSA) president, Steven Dixon met with Governor Schwarzenegger to
discuss his budget plans. In the meeting the Governor proposed $225
million increase in higher education funding, as well as $305 million for
restoration of the CSU budget and $60.6 million for enrollment growth.
"If adopted by the legislature," said Dixon, "this budget will allow the
CSU to restore access to qualified students and reverse cuts to our 23
campuses."
During the discussion, Schwarzenegger discussed his plan to reverse
priority funding for prisons over colleges and universities. Another
productive measure the Governor is initiating is a constitutional
amendment that states that the UC and CSU systems will receive no less
than 10 percent of the general [fund] resources.
Restoring the funds to educational institutes is just in its infant stages,
"This was a first step," said Donaldo Urioste, CFA Chapter President, "we
must continue to apply pressure on the government to fund public
education."
California is 47 out 50 in education funding. To gain the mass of funds
lost in previous years union groups, students and faculty will continue to
strive for better education.
Students spoke out on their thoughts of the Strike on March 4:
Riana Howard
junior, Human Communications (HCOM)
"Due to the budget cuts my mom is on the verge of losing her job. I
might not be able to graduate with the degree I've been working on for
the past two years. Why do I have to switch concentrations? Don't stop
fighting!"
Lacey Cole
senior, Liberal Studies (LS)
"I'm going to be an elementary school teacher and I'm really worried
that there aren't going to be any quality jobs for teachers and more
scared that students wont be able to get the material needed for
classes such as books or writing utensils."
Casey Poma
senior, Teledramatic Arts & Technology (TAT)
"Budget cuts are super lame! The government has been slowly raising
college education since my mom was in school and they think that
people wont notice. Well, we NOTICE!"
Greg Pernia
junior, Business
"I think lots of students need to get out there to get our voice
heard. Budget cuts suck! Its taken away from a lot of academic and
social skills learned on campus. And as a person that works in the IT
department, I notice that our computers are severely outdated which
can cause all kinds of problems."
Larry Mylander
Peace Alliance Club, junior, Social Behavioral Sciences (SBS)
"I'm against the forced privatization of education. The banks are
profiteering off my education and I think that's morally wrong!"
Whether students supported or looked down upon
the walk out, it definitely caused a stir.
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St.Patricks Day

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Pub Crawl
Bay, Beer and Bagpipes

Brad Boatwright, Copy Editor
BBOATWRIGHT@CSUMB.EDU

Moving to the next destination, the drunkards stumble down the street
following the bellow of Irish tunes and Mackenzie tartan kilts. A river
of green, clovers and boozed-soaked livers snake through Cannery Row
in search of more pints. At the next stop glasses clink, car-bombs are
downed and boisterous cheers for St. Patrick come between mouthfuls
of whiskey.
On Wednesday March 17, the Monterey Bay Pipe Band will lead their
annual St. Patrick's Day pub crawl through the many bars of downtown
Monterey. Starting a 6:00 p.m., anyone of legal age can follow the band,
stopping to celebrate at various locations. The event is free with the
only cost being the drinks each individual buys.
Featuring bagpipers and drummers, the Monterey Pipe Band is a
highly respected, competition winning, group who play traditional
Celtic Music. Established in 1962 and now head by Michel d'Avenas,
the crew has appeared at the pub crawl for the past several years.
"You can see the delight on people's faces when the band plays," said
Wendy Brickman, publicity manager, "It really adds something extra

to the occasion."They will be leading participants from bar to bar, with
instruments blaring, until 8:00 p.m., From there, the band will perform
shows from 8:30 p.m. on, at three locations along the strip.
The locations are a blend of inside and outside venues, with a whole
realm of options in joining with the group. "You can catch up by
following the schedule or eating dinner at one of the restaurants and
trailing the band after,"said Brickman,"They are pretty loud and not too
hard to find."
Many of the stations feature holiday deals from half-off food or drinks
to special happy hour deals. As well as the pipe band, there will be
karaoke and dancing at a few of the sites.
The night continues as barflies roam the streets, the pipers and
drummers drawing in crowds of the inebriated. Irish-spirited carousers
huddle the band with alcohol breath and double vision, gleefully
staggering to the beat. Words continue to slur as more drinks drown
the realization that most have some responsibility to complete the
following morning, be it work or school.

Pub Crawl Schedule:
I. Bullwackers Restaurant and Patio Pub
(653 Cannery Row) -6:00 p.m.
II. Blue Fin Cafe and Billiards
(685 Cannery Row)
III. Sly McFly's Refueling Station
(700 Cannery Row)
IV. Bubba Gump Shrimp Company
(720 Cannery Row) -Concert
V. London Bridge Pub
(256 Figueroa St) -Concert 8:30 p.m.
VI. Mucky Duck Restaurant
(479 Alvarado St.) -Concert 9:30
VII. Britannia Arms Pub & Restaurant
(444 Alvarado St) -Concert

Plan A
.....Saturday
Lo king for something fun to do this weekend
Megan Williams, Staff Reporter
MEWIlllAMS@tSUMB.EDU

Nothing to do this Saturday? Instead of Facebook and TV, get outside
and experience some of the awesome food, culture and locations that
the Monterey area has to offer.
9:00 a.m. A great day starts with great breakfast. There's nowhere
like Katy’s Place in Carmel, located on Mission St. between Fifth and
Sixth Ave for the day's most important meal. With 16 different kinds of
eggs Benedict, omelets, blintzes, waffles, and calamari steak and eggs,
there's something for everyone and all of it is delicious. Bring a $20 bill
with you; Katy’s accepts cash only.
10:30 a.m. Now that you're stuffed, how about a little post-feast
walk? Ocean Avenue, just around the corner from Katy's, is lined with
shops and galleries. If shopping isn't your thing, keep making your way
to the end of the road to Carmel beach. This scenic stretch of white
sand is perfect for those, "Hey guys, I live at the beach now, hope you're
enjoying [your hometown here]” pictures.
1 :OO p.m. Next, consider catching a movie at the Osio Plaza Theatre
of 350 Alvarado Street in Monterey. Here you'll find a selection of off-

the-beaten-path films unavailable in a mainstream cineplex.
4:30 p.m. Saving the best for last, wrap up this Saturday with a sunset
picnic on the beach. Here's an easy and delicious sandwich: mash two
avocados in a bowl with one tbsp lemon juice. Add 1/2cup of bacon bits,
one cup chopped tomato, 1/3 cup chopped almonds, 1/4 cup sour cream,
1/2tsp lemon pepper, 1/4 tsp salt, and a dash of hot pepper sauce. Spread
onto your favorite bread (I recommend sourdough), top with alfalfa
sprouts, and you've got an easy and tasty take-it-with-you meal.
One of my favorite places to watch the sunset is at the beach off
Ribiera Road. It's a bit of a trek to get there, but the view at the end is
well worth it. Follow Highway One south through Monterey and past
the Carmel turn-off. Keep an eye on your right until you see Ribiera
Road. Park as close to the beach as you can and take the trail down to
the water. This beach boasts tide pools, rock formations, and the added
bonus of being far enough out of the city that after the brilliant display
of the sun going down, you’ll be treated to a great view of the stars.
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Vision &
Volume
Brad Boatwright, Copy Editor
BB0ATWRI6HT@CSUMB.EDU

Concert Venue
Featuring Big Names

▼The Catalyst
Christopher Rankin, Staff Reporter
CRANKIN@CSUMB.EDU

The lights go out, the crowd
screams,
the
music
starts,
and sound waves reverberate
throughout the room; this is the
usual order of operations at a live
concert.
For some Monterey County is
lacking a venue that constantly
pulls big
name
live acts.
Chelsea Shipp senior, Human
Communication (HCOM) said, "It
really is a shame that Monterey
does not have any real concerts,
some places feature live local
bands, but there is nowhere that
gets anyone big." On the opposite
end of Monterey bay, 45 minutes
north on Highway One and
roughly $7 in gas is The Catalyst
Nightclub in Santa Cruz.
Nestled in the middle of
downtown on Pacific Ave. The
Catalyst has been attracting
some of the music industry's
biggest names for over 40 years.
From Pearl Jam to Snoop Dog
and everyone in between, The
Catalyst gives CSU Monterey
Bay students a chance to catch
some favorite bands perform live.
Tickets for shows usually range
from $8 to $20, and some shows
are even free. Shipp also said, "I
found The Catalyst last year and it
is great, I love how the tickets are
reasonably priced enough for a
broke college student."
Within a few steps of The

Catalyst's main entrance, the dimly lit atmosphere reveals the clubs rich
history by donning multiple vintage posters of concerts past. As the
self proclaimed "premier nightclub of the Monterey Bay" The Catalyst
attracts people of a wide age group; it is not uncommon on any given
night lo see 60 year olds fighting for position right in front of the stage
against people 45 years
younger. The Catalyst has
two stages; including a
main dancehall at 5,000
square feet and a maximum
capacity of 800 people. The
main dancehall is equipped
with two balconies lining
each side that are reserved
for 21 and older patrons.
Having the age-regulated L£lL-_.47
section, allows for the bulk of the shows to be open for ages 16 and
above and the smaller dance floor called "The Atrium" is always open
to all ages.
The Catalyst is open seven days a week from 12 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. on
weekdays and 2:00 a.m. on weekends. Other than live music,The Catalyst
has two full service bars, complimentary pool tables, several arcade
games and a pizza kitchen that sells by the slice. Enthusiastic UC Santa
Cruz student "Grand Master" Willie "D" Adams said, "I love the pizza here,
after a long night of
slam dancing nothing
recharges me like a
slice of cheesy, meaty
goodness."
With the existing
economy,
some
students are making
certain
cutbacks
in
spending,
but
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY CHRISTOPHER RANKIN The
Catalyst offers
students a place to see high budget acts. For under $25 a student can
play multiple games of pool, have two slices of pizza and see a favorite
bands play live.

"I sip the Dom P watching Gandhi until I'm charged, then writin' in my
book of rhymes, all the words pass the margin."-Nas
Metropolis
A 1927 German expressionist film directed by Fritz
Lange, Metropolis views the clash between workers
and owners in an urban future dystopia. Freder, son
of Joh Fredersen the master of Metropolis, is blind
to the plight of lower-class workers and any aspect of
their lives. When Maria, a beautiful subterranean dweller visits him, he
notices the wretched lives of the almost-slave labor. In attempt to help
and learn more about the bourgeois, Freder takes up a job among the
commoners. His father, although, believes that the elite and poor have
separate roles and goes about trying to suppress their rumblings. With
the help of inventor Rotwang, Fredersen plans to kidnap Maria, model
a robot after her and use it to incite violence among the workers. Soon,
complete chaos breaks out as fires rage, floods expand and the fate
of workers is compromised. Shot in black and white and using visual
effects, that still stun audiences, Metropolis is the most expensive silent
film ever made.
Seven Years in Tibet
Seven Years in Tibet is an autobiographical novel by
Austrian mountaineer Heinrich Harrer. After joining the
Nazi SS at a young age, Harrer is eventually arrested by
the British and placed in an internment camp in India.
The book picks up as a fellow soldier and he escape the
camp, crossing the border into Tibet. Once in the capitol of Lhasa, he
is summoned by the 14 Dali Lama Tenzin Gyatso who is only 11 years
old. Harrer becomes Gyatso's tutor, teaching him of the Western world,
geography and English. In return Harrer is taught compassion and
learns how to redeem himself for working with the Nazi regime. As he
spends more time with the Dali Lama, Harrer helps focus international
attention to Tibet as the Chinese Communist army takes control.
Nas "lllmatic"
The 1994 debut album of Nas, lllmatic is a staple of
the East Coast hip-hop scene. Reviving New York City
artistic renaissance, Nas presents a darker look at innercity life. First person narratives about gang activity,
isolation and urban poverty are rapped with multi
syllabic internal rhyme patterns and a young 20 year old perspective.
The albums lyrical content features personas which are cynical yet
optimistic with emotion from pain to pleasure. Nas'delivery of clever
word play and impressive vocabulary reinvented the art of hip-hop
bringing it to unprecedented heights.

Upcoming Shows:

Rapper Andre Nickatina, March
Rockers Newfound Glory and Saves
Sc the Day, March 17
Ska-punk group Reel Big Fish, March 31
Indie rock up and comers Phoenix, April 17
Purchasing information can be found at The Catalyst's website http://
www.CatalystClub.com or the Catalyst itself at 1011 Pacific Ave. Santa
Cruz. You can also find a listing of the entire show schedule at their
website or by phone, (831) 423-1338.
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SPORTS
knowledge of the game will go with him. Jergo plans on using his

degree to pursue a carter in sports counseling.

ASA(KS(«rSUMU,fl)U

be his last game as an Otter. Sean

This season Jergo was one of six seniors on the Otter Men's basketball

Jergo a senior post player for the
Otters Men's Basketball team just

team. Having such a young team forced the Otters to use everything
as a learning experience "It was important (to set an example) because

finished his last season at CSU

we were a young and inexperienced group. I put the pressure on

Monterey Bay (CSUMB).
Transferring

in

myself to work hard in practice day in and day out setting guidelines

from

Shasta

of working hard for the next few years," said Jergo, applying himself in

Junior College, Jergo has been

every aspect of fife is a lesson Jerg has learned. Basketball has been a

an asset for the Otters basketball

tool to help him succeed and apply these life lessons. The men's head

He

the

Coach Rob Bishop said, "Sean is one of the hardest working players I

difference between junior college

have coached. He gives his all every day on, and off the court. We don't

ball and a university was adapting

have the success we have had over my first two years without having
Sean in the program.”

program.

to a

said

new coaching

that

style

and

exploring what their expectations

While influencing the younger players Jergo showed them what

were. He started basketball when

hard work could accomplish, "if I set the standard for the younger

he could walk, but seriously began

guys for the next couple years it might help them succeed," said

at age eight. Jergo began to use

Jergo. Coach Bishop saw Jergo as a leader for his younger players, "His

basketball to help him on the
court, in school and every aspect

competitiveness and toughness were a great example for our younger
guys on this years team. Sean was a great young man to coach and I

of his personal life. He has learned

know he has a bright future ahead of him."

from the sport, and developing a

Playing college basketball as a student athlete has had an impact

good work ethic that will stay with

on Jergo's life. He said the workload as a student athlete is harder

him for the rest of his life.

mentally and physically than just attending classes. Jergo has another

to go overseas and

semester at CSUMB and his time will be spent attending class, playing

play after he graduates next fall

ball when he can and watching UFC. Standing in the gym he will never

Hoping

from CSUMB with a B.A. in Social

say goodbye to basketball and what he learned, he will just have to say

and Behavioral Sciences (SBS) his

goodbye to the Otter jersey.

Games
S

©

Annie Sacks, Staff Reporter

Date______ Time__________ Sport_______
Fri. 3/12
~ 3:00 PM
Baseball

Opponent
Cal State L.A.

Sat 3/13

12:00 PM______ Baseball_______________Cal State L.A.________

Sun. 3/14

12:00 PM______ Baseball_______________Cal State L.A.________

Sun 3/14

12:00 PM

Women's Water Polo

Indiana University

Fri. 3/19

1:00 PM

Sat3/20

11:00 AM

Softball

Humboldt State

Tue. 3/23

11:00 AM

Softball

Western Washington University

Tue. 3/23

1:00 PM

Softball

University of Hawaii Hilo

Softball

Western Washington University

Tue. 3/23

3:00 PM

_______Softball______

Humboldt State

Sat 3/27

12:00 PM

Baseball

Cal State Stanislaus

Sat. 3/27

12:00 PM

Women's Water Polo

Alumni Game

of the Issue

Standing in the gym breathing in

the familiar air, knowing it would

Athlete

SEANJERGO
MENS'S BASLETBALL
CLASS: SENIOR
MAJOR: SOCIAL AND
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE (SBS)
HOMETOWN: AUBURN, CA
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Women's
Basketball

History in the Making the
Annie CAA
Sacks,Tournament
Staff Reporter ASACKS@CSUMB.EDU

Everyone wants to see history in the making. This year watching
the CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB) Otters women's basketball team did
just that. This season set future standards for the Otters women's
basketball, said Head Coach Renee Jimenez. Competing with some of
the top teams in the country, Otters showed their strength by working
hard and it paid off. "There was a point in the season where we still
had a shot to win the CCAA. At that point I turned up the expectations
on all of them and they responded better than I thought," said Coach
Jimenez.They began to believe in themselves and started to see results.
The Otters landed in the California Collegiate Athletic Association
(CCAA) Tournament. At the end of their season the Lady Otters faced
the Humboldt State Lumberjacks, losing 77-56. This year the Otter
women's basketball set records for the program, having an overall
record of 18-7 and a 14-8 conference record. "Any future success our
program has is due in large part to the foundation this year's team has
established. They have truly left a legacy and the exciting part is, the
best is yet to come," said Coach Jimenez.
The Lady Otters, consisting of a mixture of seniors to freshmen,
played their best and the bar was raised when they started to compete
and beat top teams. After beating UC San Diego, who was ranked
11th in the country, the Otters knew they could compete with anyone.
"Once we started to believe we could play with the top teams, which
is when it all changed for us," said Coach Jimenez. This season was a
turn around for the women's basketball program; they competed with
top teams and were the first program regional ranking eighth, highest

of the season and they became the 2009 Western Oregon Invitational
Champions, these achievement put the Otters on opposing teams radars.
Coach Jimenez said they have a strong group returning and because of
their success, they were able to sign some of California's top players.
Two seniors from this season were both named All-CCAA second
team, Veronica Williams a Social and Behavioral Science major and Helen
Suarez a Kinesiology major.
CSUMB Otters still have the same goal, to win championships and
make the CSUMB community proud. "I am really proud of this team and
their accomplishments this season. This team didn't just break records,
they set records," said Coach Jimenez. "They started the season with
a goal of creating an identity for Otter basketball and I can say with
complete confidence that hey have done that." Every player on the team
contributed to this season; from point-guard Michelle Santizo running
the team, with her work ethic, to Veronica Williams and Helen Suarez's
abilities to score under pressure and as Coach Jimenez put it, Lindsey
Trout's Teledramatic Arts and Technology (TAT) major" Unsung heroism."
Also freshmen Jessica Fontenette, a Informational Technolohy and
Communication Design (ITCD) and Holly Holcomb a Psychology major,
contributed and saw a lot of minutes for first year players. "[They] will
be huge contributors to our success next year," said Coach Jimenez. This
team created a place in CSUMB history putting the women's basketball
program on the CCAA map. Teams will no longer ask who the Otters are,
they will already know.
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SPORTS
BC

Athletic Dreams into Realit

Energie
Zwickau

"If you train hard, you'll not only
be hard, you'll be hard to beat,"
Former CSU Monterey Bay
basketball player Steve Monreal
quotes Herschel Walker, NFL player.
Many student athletes have big
dreams of going to the next level
or even going pro. Dreams can
become a reality for those student
athletes that were talented,
hardworking and contained a drive
like no other. They understand that
determination is full of blood,
sweat, and tears. Last year's senior
athletes, Joe Mitchell and Jose
Sanchez, now experience a new
world as they play Professional
basketball in Germany and Mexico.
Joe Mitchell got the opportunity

Halcones
de Xalapa
to play in Germany and took it. He
now plays for the team BC Energie
Zwickau. "Playing in Germany is
a good experience, being able to
meet new people and learning
about a different culture," said
Mitchell. He has been able to travel
and visit most of the major cities
within Germany: Lepzig, Dresden,
Berlin, and Munich. "The culture
is definitely different, it took me
some time to adjust and learn
some of the language." Mitchell's
Germany experience is so far from
home "I miss the variety of food
the most and the opportunity to
see friends and family." Mitchell
plans to keep playing and work
his way up to better competition

and teams throughout Europe.
Jose Sanchez, a HCOM graduate,
can now be found in Veracruz
Mexico, playing for the Halcones
de Xalapa. "I guess it's pretty cool
playing out in Mexico, I know the
language and I'm use to the food
so that helps. I've been coming to
Mexico since I was a kid so I'm use
to the way things work out here."
Sanchez encounters the difference
from Mexico and the US. "You
really realize how lucky you are to
live in the US once you have lived
out here for 10 months." Basketball
games in Mexico are unlike the US.
"We do have fans out here; they
really get into the games. The crazy
part about it is that the games are

Where Are CSUMB Athletes Today?
Veronica Miramontes, Staff Reporter
VMIRAM0NTES@CSUM8.EDU

a lot different than in the states. It's more like a soccer game. Fans bring
horns and have chants that they sing during the games. It gets really
loud but I like it," Sanchez said. "I guess you kind of get treated like a
celebrity. People ask you to take pictures and sign things when they see
you around the city." Sanchez plans to keep playing ball and hopes to
play for the national team and be able to represent Mexico in the future.
Another former CSUMB basketball athlete Steve Monreal will be
joining Jose Sanchez and the Halcones. "It's always fun playing with an
old teammate, because you know what each other can do," Said Monreal.
Other Otter athletes also have achieved their dreams and are playing
at the next level. Soccer players, such as Nic Torricelli is currently playing
in Slovakia and Nate Northup who is now retired from professional
soccer this season, joined the CSUMB Coaching staff. Baseball, Norman
Hebert, currently the volunteer assistant coach, will be playing in
Germany's Major League this year.
These athletes never gave up, found moving forward as just another
stepping stone. Hard work and determination helped their drive that will
not let them stop inside and made their dreams a reality.

TennisClub

First semester on campus and on court
Samuel Pereira, Staff Reporter
SPEREIRA@CSUMB.EOU

Match point. Standing on the
green court with legs like JELL-O,
waiting for the blazing serve of
a fuzzy, bright green ball. The
serve is returned with a perfect
backhand and the ball slips by the
opponent. Game.
Students at CSU Monterey
Bay (CSUMB) are experiencing
the feeling only that bright
green
ball
can
bring
as
members of Tennis on Campus,
a co-ed tennis club at CSUMB.
This is the first semester the club
is active and already the young
club is facing issues with finding
time to play and courts on which to

play. Tennis courts are included in
the CSUMB developmental plan, a
plan that is set to be fully complete
by 2030, but "hopefully they will be
done sooner," said Vince Otoupal,
the Director of Athletics for CSUMB.
Michael Tarantino, a sophomore
Kinesiology major, is a member
of the club. "I played two years
in high school," said Tarantino. "I
made city-section my first year and
I was self-taught so [tennis] was
pretty easy to learn."
There are some negatives that
Tarantino can see in the beginning
stages of the club. "The only bad
thing is that it's only once a week,"

he said."But it would be cool to have
courts on campus so that we could
just play at anytime," Tarantino.
The club plays for free at
Monterey Tennis Center, courts
that would otherwise cost money
on which to play. The club does
this through their sponsor, Seth
Goodman, Community Tennis
coordinator at the United States
Tennis Association of Northern
California. "One initiative with my
company was to get a club team
started at CSUMB," said Goodman.
Goodman is working on
resolving this issue. "Most schools
[practice] multiple days of the

week and the team really likes getting together to get that group feel.
[The club] is definitely in the beginning stages and hopefully in the near
future we will have multiple days when we can meet."
The club has tournaments that they can play versus other schools.
Four players from each team play, two men and two women, and each
player plays with each other. This type of teamwork can only be achieved
through days of practice.
The club is not funded through the athletics department. They hope
through school grants and club money that they can get more tennis
equipment to practice with and, eventually, team shirts they can wear
when they compete in tournaments against other schools. Goodman
buys snacks and drinks for the club each time they meet.
With Gatorade in hand, too tired to move and not a frown in sight,
the Friday afternoon sun falls into night. The club plays on until they are
forced to leave.
The club meets on Fridays at 5:30 p.m. at Monterey Tennis Center,
which is located at 401 Pearl Street and anyone can join by showing up.

Without grant, sailing tearn^
receives less funding
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Marvin Green, Staff Reporter
MGREEN@CSUMB.EDU

Rough Seas

It's 65 degrees outside and there is
hardly a cloud in the sky, the waves
at Point Lobos State Reserve crash
heavy on the shore. The trails are
soggy with the rain of last week's
storm but a couple hundred
people still flock here on this
day. Students Rodney Harmon,
freshmen, World Languages and
Daniella Krietemeyer, freshmen,
Biology, are visiting the State Park
on a Sunday afternoon after a
week full of storms.
Point Lobos State Reserve
offers 13 trails to a variety of
destinations within. It is most
known for "Whalers'Cove", a small
cove in which Portuguese whalers
used to call home during whaling
season in the late 1800's. Point
Lobos also has views of Big Sur
from its South Shore Trail and has
designated Whalers' Cove as a
SCUBA diving area which draws
divers from around the world.
Point Lobos is just one of the
many parks in the area, a little less
than seven miles south of Carmel
is Garrapata State Park. Garrapata
is unlike other State Parks, as it
requires no entrance fee and has
no designated parking lots. It
consists of several coastal pull
outs on the side of Highway One
and an eastern facing trail known
as Rocky Ridge Trail. This trail
according to the states website
is a "Seven mile round trip with
1,200 foot elevation gain." There

Reid Larson, Staff Reporter
RLARSON@CSUMB.EDU

The CSU Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
sailing team had some of the
wind taken out of its sails this
semester when the decision was
made to not reapply for the grant
providing much of their funding.
For the last 14 years Cynthia
D'Vincent, the previous outdoor
recreation manager at CSUMB,
has applied for a grant from
Monterey Boating and Waterways.
The grant included use of many
boats and access to a slip in the
harbor. It also included funds to
purchase kayaks, wetsuits and
other materials needed to run
sailing and outdoor recreation
departments.
Vince Otoupal, Director of
Athletics at CSUMB, said the
decision was made to focus
more, "internally as opposed
to externally." Otoupal also
said CSUMB could no longer
participate
in
the external
programs the grant required.
These programs typically included
community boating safety classes
and a sailing class at Monterey
Peninsula College taught by Frank
Degnan, sailing coach at CSUMB.
In an effort to consolidate
student recreational programs,

Student Activities (SA) took over
the outdoor recreation program.
This resulted in the loss of the
outdoor
recreation
manager
position since associate director,
Rebecca Nestor,currentlyheadsSA.
Frank Degnan is disappointed,
but said there is much support
from the Monterey Bay Yacht Club
and SA to make sure students and
the sailing team members aren't
drastically affected.
The boats previously accessible
included five FJs and ten Picos,
all relatively small sailing vessels.
Another larger boat, the Boston
Wailer, is also no longer available.
Kellsy Panno, skipper/crew for
CSUMB sailing team and Business
senior, is not excited about the
decision. "We are trying to do our
best to represent our school, but
without the proper resources it is
hard to do," said Panno.
In the meantime SA is
transitioning to bring outdoor
recreation
programs
and
equipment under the roof of the
student center.
Despite the setback, the
sailing team is still determined to
persevere, even in rough seas.

j

are also several smaller trails on the coastal side of the freeway that
wind along cliffs that overlooking sea gulls and sea lions on the rocks
below.
Even further down the coast, Andrew Molera State Park is located 20
miles south of Carmel on Highway
One, according to California's
State Park website, and offers not
only hiking but camping as well.
Andrew Molera State Park has 24
campsites available, all of which
are operated on a first-come
first-serve basis. Andrew Molera
only offers one trail which follows
the Big Sur River as it meets the
ocean on the beach. The Park is
PHOTOS BY MARVIN GREEN
bordered on the North Side by
El Sur Ranch and Point Sur Naval Station which has fences lining the
park forbidding trespassing. However, this is a very easy beginning hike
and also offers views of butterfly migration in the fall.
Within California's State Park system exists a great deal of trail
systems and countless breathtaking views. For example according to
the California State Parks, from Mount Diablo State Park (3849 ft. tall in
Alamo, CA)"more of the earth's surface
can be seen from the mountain than
any other peak in the world, except
Mt. Kilimanjaro in Africa." Or there
is Humboldt Redwoods State Parks',
"tallest tree in the world" towering
above the earth at 369 ft. Both of
these state parks and many more hold
treasures only to be found by those
willing to walk.
Harmon and Krietemeyer leave with
very soggy shoes and wet clothes, but
remarkably both bear giant smiles. "I
won't forget today for a long time," said Harmon as he steps ankle deep
into another one of the muddy puddles that dot the trail back to the car.
Monterey is world renowned for its breathtaking coastline and ocean
views.WithintheMontereyareathereare20StateParks,allfilledwithtrails.
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OPINION

Where the Hell is
Speech

Is There
Diversity On Campus
What Do You Think?
Michael Wilson, Staff Reporter
MIWILSON@CSUM8.EttJ

Say What?
Elaine Schumacher, Staff Reporter
ESCHUMACHER@CSUMB.EDU

I was eager to attend the student
forum of guest speaker, Junot
Diaz, the author and 2008 Pulitzer
Prize winner of the book, The Brief
Wonderous Life of Oscar Wao.
After the introduction, Diaz stood,
faced the audience and asked,
"How many of you came this
afternoon because your professor
said you had to?" He added, "Yeah,
that's what I thought, we like to
f-k with our students this way."
Diaz then took questions from
students about his life and his
influences in writing. His answers,
both inspirational and motivating,
were accentuated with the f-word
throughout the forum.
"When we use the f-word, we
are making a rhetorical choice
and we need to think about the
rhetorical choices we make and
their consequences," said Maria
Villasenor, Human Communication
Chicano and Latino Studies
professor. "I have read all of his
published work and his spoken
language is in alignment with his
written style."
I know that Diaz was not giving
a lecture on morality, but if he
was using the f-word to relate
to the students' psyche, I feel
slighted. I know that free speech
is a First Amendment right, but
I do not think that parents send
their children to college to hear
a Pulitzer Prize winner, a creative
writing professor at M.I.T., and
an author who is admired and
respected for his work, use the
f-word as his choice for expression.

Why The F*ck Not?
Megan Williams, Staff Reporter
MEWILLIAMS@CSUMB.EDU

Had he not been introduced as a Pulitzer Prize-winning author, I
might have taken Junot Diaz for one of the students assembled in
the University Center to attend his question and answer session.
His demeanor matches his casual attire: he speaks with an informal
genuineness referring to his audience as 'you guys' and yes, liberally
peppering his speech with a variety of colorful four letter words. Some
people enjoy Diaz's candid manner and colorful speech, others are
offended by what can be considered crude language. In light of this,
how much free speech is too much? Should speakers like Diaz censor
themselves when speaking in a public arena?
I argue that they should not. Although certain words may not be
deemed appropriate for polite company, they are nonetheless words
with powerful impact that can be used to an effect. Censoring these
words takes away from the tone and message that the speaker intended.
Censorship becomes an especially poignant issue in the case of a writer.
Words are the paint to an author's canvas - telling them which colors
they can and cannot use robs them of their ability to create the art
they've set out to portray. Yes, specific words may surprise and offend
certain listeners, but to others these words do more to connect them
to the speaker. Instead of feeling like they're listening to an authority
figure or an inaccessible literary celebrity, Diaz's informal language
allows listeners to relate to him on a familiar plane. Of course, it may not
always be appropriate for authority figures to swear ('foul' language may
not fit well into the State of the Union address, for example), but as an
author, a major part of Diaz's job is to speak the truth as he sees it. In this
case, truth the way he sees it cannot be ?constricted within the bounds
of proper, formal speech. Diaz's speech and writing both construct an
image of the world the way he sees it, to censor his words just to make
them presentable for polite company would obscure that image and
obfuscate the message his work attempts to convey.

Is there real diversity at CSU Monterey Bay? This is a question that has
crossed my mind many times. Why? Because things can look diverse
but, does that really mean they are? I would say no, not at all. But that's
just my opinion. The talk about diversity has led me to contemplate how
the concept of this word is being used and for what purpose. Can this
word be used as a lucrative, manipulative tool? Or is the word diversity
more of a variable, which can be used interchangeable where and when
it's needed, to make people look diversified where in reality maybe they
are not?
. .
K • ’’b f ’"***•*»
First of all, what is the definition of diversity'’? TheCambridge
dictionary of American English has said this, "the condition or fact of
being different or varied; variety." O.K. so he's the definition of "diverse"
of course it's going to be similar due to it's root-connection," varied
or different. So can't we say that the meaning of diversity would be
different for every person? Yes, I suppose we could, but let's poke and
prod locally in search of this elusive variable called diversity.
Here's what Steven Goings founder of CSUMB student Peace Alliance
and HCOM majors has to say concerning the concept of diversity on
this particular campus. Let's keep in mind the fact that diversity on
different to each person as well as each campus and of course other
elements will continue to help define what diversity is at each institution.
Here's Steven Goings A.K.A. "Quazar" who has experience as organizer of
the gay, lesbian, bisexual community on this campus;"So Steven, is there
real diversity on this campus?"
"Yes, there is diversity on this campus. There are many different racial
make ups, different genders as well as other sexual orientations, and let's
not leave out the many different political philosophies that are mostly
progressive."
According to Steven Goings, one of the most intelligent individuals
on this campus, and Student of the Issue (page 8) there is diversity on this
campus. But that's not a universal consensus. It looks great on campus
having different and diverse ethnicities walking around in harmony with
the institutional structure, however it is on the surface.
Underneath the many layers of different diverse meanings there isa huge lack of

society's standards. Truly we have that certain look of diversity but the
significance of the actual term can be far more complex, and can even be
used as a broader tool or as a lure. It can be used as a promotional devise.
Steven agrees with me that it can even be used as a Business tool by
those in higher places. Many in those higher positions honor and respect
this concept called diversity. Maybe that honor and respect is a way to
keep things looking progressive, when in reality, nothings changing but
the tic... tic... of physical time.
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1. One who investigates reported complaints (as from students or
consumers), reports findings and helps to achieve equitable settlements.

Dear Otters,
On March 4 the spotlight was on demonstrations for protests
against the statewide education budget cuts of $17 billion in the
past two years; and another $113 million in the next two. Students
expressed their concern and frustration in well-attended rallies and
demonstrations throughout the state.
I am in support of saving education, but due to an out-of-town
meeting in the East Bay, I missed out on the rallies held at CSUMonterey Bay, or so I thought. When I got off of I-980 to get on I-880
to return to Monterey, traffic came to an abrupt halt in every direction.
Helicopters circled above as demonstrators on foot were weaving
through the stalled traffic and police officers, in full riot gear, chased
them. Traffic did not move in any direction for over an hour, and many
drivers got out of their vehicles to watch.
Eventually, the 150 demonstrators were escorted off of the interstate,
and people continued home after being forced to spend an extra hour
on the freeway.
Demonstrations bring awareness to causes that deserve validation
and the fight to save education is definitely one of those causes.
Unfortunately, on I-980,1-880, on Thursday afternoon, the cause did not
win the support of the people wedged in traffic after a full day of work.
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Each Sudoku has a unique solution
that can be reached logically
without guessing. Enter digits from
1 to 9 into the blank spaces. Every
row must contain one of each digit.
So must every column, as must
every 3x3 square.

Sexual Healing

BuddiesClair
Bed
I don't know about you but I love free trial offers. For 30 days or more,
I can test out whatever product I want without spending a dime and
signing up for any future obligation. They are so convenient and in a
way, having a friend with benefits is sort of like free trial offers.
For a specific amount of time, you can test things out with that friend
you have always flirted with or built sexual tension for without getting
emotions involved and worrying about the strings attached within a
relationship.
It might sound convenient or a good idea, but maybe these points
should be considered before hopping into bed with that friend.
The friendship may not survive. Many times people agree to a
physical only relationship thinking the friendship is strong enough to
last or be the same after the sexual tension fades. It might be possible
to stay friends, but the relationship won't truly be like before. The close
bond you once shared will most likely detach as soon as your bodies
detach from each other. Adding sex to any relationship changes it; no
matter what we convince ourselves.
Emotions ALWAYS get involved. Those who say they won't get their
emotions involved or their feelings hurt are lying to themselves. Even
if we tell ourselves it's just casual sex or it's only temporary, emotions
and feelings still exists. There are obviously hidden feelings when two
people agree on being friends with benefits. However, usually only
one person has feelings for the other; rarely is it consensual. So even
though it sounded fitting to try things out in the beginning, someone
will get their feelings hurt.
It won't be a secret for long. You might say to one another, half joking
and half serious, that it will be between just the two of you, but the
truth is: it's bound to be out in the open. Eventually, people will talk,
they will know about your dirty little secret, and you will most likely
have to justify your actions with everyone. And you never know; this
little secret might affect your future relationships.
Having a friend with benefits could be fun if both parties agree it's
solely physical, however, it's still very risky. It could work out nicely with
no complications or it could ruin a friendship. So the next time you
want to hump without the concern of getting dumped, think it over
long and hard. Sorry, I couldn't resist.

OTTERS ON CAMPUS
What is one thing you splurge on given
the current status of the economy?

Date

Sunglasses, because
I like to change
them depending on
which mood I'm in.
-Marvin Martinez
GS, sophmore

Random Target
shopping spree's
-Hannah Morrow
HCOM, junior

Fine Dining.
-Brendan Davis
ESTP, junior

Clothes, Forever
21, specifically if
it's cute I'll get it.
-Ayanna Keeling
HCOM, junior

Day

High Tide

804 am

High Tide

925pm

Low Tide

Enter to have your Photography

published in print.
Submit your local
photography online
at OtterRealm.net.
Deadline: March 26,
5:00 p.m
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ONLINE
COMPETITION

Beer.
-Wesley Clark
TAT, senior

A lot of coffee I
spend about $6
or $7 a day on
coffee.
-Michael Diaz
Biology, junior
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